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LILY OF THE VALLEY 
YLANG

GALBANUM
A captivating and sophisticated fra-
grance.
The deep velvety heart of rose, 
iris  and peach introduce a soft and 
enveloping base consisting of musk, 
amber and precious woods.

ROSE
IRIS

PEACH

WHITE MUSK
 AMBER
MUSK

PRECIOUS WOODS

WHITE MUSK

CARDAMOM SEED
BERGAMOT 
GRAPEFRUIT
 CLEMENTINE

The fragrance opens with a dazzlin-
gly zesty accord of bergamot, cle-
mentine, grapefruit and cardamom. 
The aromatic heart reveals an asso-
ciation of marjoram, sage and pep-
per. The trail pairs woods – vetiver, 
cashmere wood and sandalwood – 
with ambrox.

SAGE
 PEPPER

 MARJORAM

SANDALWOOD
VETIVER

 AMBROXAN

OCEAN

VANILLA

A bewitching essence built around 
warm, creamy and sensual vanilla 
beans from the Marquises Islands. 
Carried at the opening by a gentle 
note of angelica and an almond-y 
scent, illuminated at the heart by a 
caress of musks, benzoin and gaiac 
wood.

ANGELICA
ALMOND

BENZOIN
GUAIAC WOOD
 WHITE MUSKS

VANILLA
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ZESTY NOTES
PINK POMELO

The fragrance’s opening is fresh and 
citrusy, with pink pomelo notes – a 
citrusy scent reminiscent of grape-
fruit. The heart presents a sweet, 
exotic accord composed around 
monoi blossom. The sensual trail is 
dominated by a white-amber.

EXOTIC-FRUIT 
 MONOI

WHITE AMBER

MONOI

CITRUS NOTES
JASMINE

ROSEMARY
A  bright and cheerful fragrance, 
that blends citrus notes.
In the heart, a rosemary note melts 
with an intense marine accord, re-
vealing a stimulating effect.
The woody trail unveils a warm mu-
sky note.

MARINE ACCORD
WATER MELON

ROSE

PATCHOULI
 CEDARWOOD

MUSK

PASSION

LEMON
ORANGE

MANDARIN A pleasant fragrance distinguished 
by a fruity - vanilla character.
The freshness of citrus meets soft 
petals of rose, peach and red grape. 
In the base the scent expresses the 
deep riches of vanilla and musk.

PEACH
RED GRAPE

ROSE

VANILLA
MUSK

DIVINE RED
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NEROLI
GRAPEFRUIT
RASPBERRY

An intense fragrance that conveys, 
a warm sensation of well-being and 
comfort.
Floral notes of black orchid, rose 
and neroli, melt together with the 
unexpected raspberry.
In the base, the precious sandalwo-
od meets enveloping notes of vanil-
la and musk.

BLACK ORCHID ACCORD
ROSE

GERANIUM

SANDALWOOD
CUMARIN
VANILLA

MUSK

BLACK ORCHID

LEMON
CINNAMON

ESSENCE OF BLACK PEPPER
An oriental – spicy fragrance that 
starts with a fresh citrus note of 
lemon, enhanced by the lively and 
sparkling aroma of cinnamon and 
black pepper. 
The heart unveils soft touches of lily 
of the valley and peony.
The trail is dominated by a woody 
base, enriched by cedarwood, am-
ber and guaiac wood.

LILY OF THE VALLEY
PEONY

CEDARWOOD
AMBER 

 GUAIAC WOOD

BLACK PEPPER

BERGAMOT
LEMON

GREEN NOTES
After a fresh, green and fruity ope-
ning, magnolia, with its jasmine ac-
cents, goes sweet and light, then 
evolves towards a woody signature.JASMINE

ROSE
MAGNOLIA

VANILLA 
PATCHOULY

SANDALWOOD
VETYVER

MAGNOLIA FLOWERS
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GRAPEFRUIT
MANDARIN

A relaxing bright and cheerful fra-
grance, that blends grapefruit and 
mandarin.
In the heart, lotus flower melts with 
an intense marine accord, revealing 
a facet of pepper and blackcurrant.
The trail unveils a light touch of 
osmantus that meets vetiver and 
sensual musky note.

LOTUS FLOWER
 MARIN ACCORD

PEPPER
BLACKCURRANT

OSMANTHUS
VETYVER

MUSK

SEA AIR

BERGAMOT
ORANGE

The fragrance starts on a blend of 
bergamot and orange. Sandalwood 
and lavender are at the heart of 
the composition. Oriental bottom 
notes of vanilla are mixed with wo-
ody tones of patchouly and white 
musks.

SANDALWOOD
LAVENDER

VANILLA
PATCHOULY

 WHITE MUSKS

NOBLE SANDALWOOD


